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Abstract 

  

 Autonomous aerial systems-based digital aerial photogrammetry (AAS-DAP) is an 

emerging technology that has the capacity to generate dense three-dimensional (3D) point clouds 

similar to airborne laser scanning (ALS). Over forested stands, these point-clouds can be used to 

model forest attributes using an area-based approach however, model accuracy is dependent on 

digital elevation model quality used to gather vegetation heights above ground. It is known that 

canopy occlusion contributes to larger gaps in terrain registration from AAS-DAP compared to 

ALS point clouds. Due to the recent emergence of AAS-DAP as a cost-effective remote sensing 

platform, few studies have investigated the terrain modelling and forest inventory capacity of 

AAS-DAP over complex conifer forests. In Chapter 3, through the use of a sensitivity analysis, I 

established a set of optimal ground points from AAS-DAP by using commercially provided ALS 

ground points as reference. This optimal set of ground points was then used to test common 

terrain surface interpolation routines in Chapter 4. Interpolation routines include inverse-distance 

weighted, natural neighbour, triangulated irregular network, and spline with tension. Using field-

measured tree height and stem diameter, allometric relationships were established for dependent 

variables: mean tree height (Hmean), Lorey’s height (HLorey) and stem volume per hectare (Vstem). 

Models were then fit among dependent variables and metrics calculated from the vertical 

distribution of the AAS-DAP point cloud normalized by the different AAS-DAP terrain surfaces 

in addition to a reference surface generated from commercially provided ALS ground points. A 

Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s posthoc test found no significant difference between predictions 

derived from different terrain surfaces for all three dependent variables; however, the inverse-

distance-weighted method produced a distribution of predictions most similar to those from the 
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ALS-DEM. The best performing forest attributes models for Hmean, HLorey and Vstem yielded mean 

root-mean-square errors (RMSE) of 1.19 m (7.29%), 0.92 m (5.04%) and 54.55 m3·ha-1 

(26.66%) respectively across the four AAS-DAP terrain surfaces generated. Model performance 

was higher yet comparable when using the ALS-DEM for point cloud height normalization with 

RMSE of 0.73 m (4.43%), 0.59 m (3.24%) and 37.31 m3·ha-1 (18.24%).   
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Lay Summary 

 Remote sensing of forest structure can aid decision making towards sustainable forest 

management goals; however, the complexity of forest ecosystems pose a significant challenge. 

Prior to the last half century, the predominant method of gathering forest inventory was from 

field-based sampling techniques. This method is time consuming, costly, and subject to 

significant error especially when applied over large areas. The recent introduction of airborne 

light detection and ranging (LiDAR) has given way to a revolution in remotely sensed forest 

structure analysis of large areas; however; the cost of such acquisitions can be impractical for 

smaller scale applications or where high temporal resolution is desired. The research presented in 

this thesis aims to fill this gap though the analysis of autonomous aerial systems (AAS). The 

results presented in Chapter 3 and 4 show that forest inventory can be conducted from AAS with 

accuracies similar to LiDAR data.    
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1 Demand for inventory acquisition of forest structure information 

 Forest structure refers to the arrangement of vegetative elements across a forested 

landscape including the vertical distribution of organic matter (e.g. dead and live tree stems, 

branches, foliage and logs) within the sub-canopy (McElhinny et al. 2005; Frey et al. 2018). 

Forest attributes informed by measurements of forest structure include ecological diversity 

(Bengtsson et al. 2000; Culbert et al. 2013), disturbance patterns (Nowacki and Kramer 1998; 

Alaback and Saunders 2013) and commercial timber supply estimation. It is well established that 

forest stand structure is driven by continual successional changes due to disturbance, growth and 

competition. For example, the forests of the Pacific Northwest of North America have recently 

experienced abnormally severe insect and wildfire disturbances which contributed to widespread 

changes in forest structure (Kerns and Ager 2007; Wimberly and Liu 2014; Thom and Seidl 

2016). Thom & Seidl (2016) provide a global review of the impacts on ecosystem services and 

biodiversity following fire, wind and bark beetle disturbances between 1981 and 2013. Of the 

887 disturbance impacts included in the study, 60% were found in North American forests, while 

60% of the North American subset were found in cool temperate forests (Thom and Seidl 2016). 

The mountain pine beetle epidemic spanning western North America specifically, was the largest 

contributor to global temperate forest damage between 2003 and 2012 (Van Lierop et al. 2015). 

In British Columbia (BC), Canada, the outbreak began in the late 1990s and affected 18 million 

hectares of forested land resulting in a loss of 53% of merchantable pine volume by 2012 

(Bleiker 2017), an order of magnitude greater than any previously recorded mountain pine beetle  
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outbreak (Kurz et al. 2008). More recently, the 2017 and 2018 wildfire seasons respectively 

burned 1.2 and 1.3 million hectares of forest and were the largest burned areas in BC’s recorded 

history. The significance of forests in BC, along with an increasingly unpredictable climate, 

warrants a long-term strategy for sustainable forest management by balancing economic goals of 

timber production and ecological preservation (Hickey and Innes 2008; Wulder et al. 2014).  

 Commercially, forest structure characterization is fundamental in estimating 

merchantable timber volume (Means et al. 1999; Lim et al. 2003; McElhinny et al. 2005; 

Wallace et al. 2016). The commercial forestry industry of Canada is a major component of 

national and subnational economies (Goodbody et al. 2016). In BC, the forest sector directly 

employed 65,000 workers, accounted for 36% of total provincial merchandise exports in 

2015 (Barnes 2016) and contributed over $10 billion annually to provincial gross domestic 

product since 2011 (Barnes 2018). A recent reduction in timber supply, caused by 

aforementioned disturbance impacts, have initiated salvage logging efforts; however, the 

province’s forest products industry is projected to endure a significant mid-term timber 

supply shortage (Pousette and Hawkins 2006; Patriquin, Wellstead, and White 2007; Burton 

2010). Therefore, there is a need to adapt harvesting practices towards efficient methods for 

both selective and salvage logging to mitigate the shortage (Burton 2010).  

 Forest inventories quantify the location, condition and composition of forest resources 

and can be broadly categorized as forest management or operational inventories (Leckie and 

Gillis 1995). Forest management inventories tend to be conducted at larger spatial scales and are 

used to inform long-term management decisions whereas operational inventories provide locally 

specific pre-harvest estimates for supply chain optimization of forest resources. Canadian forest 
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inventories can be particularly challenging due to the range of growing conditions as a result of 

climatic subzones influenced by complex topography (Seidel, Ehbrecht, and Puettmann 2016) 

and these continual and often severe disturbance patterns. Therefore, there is a need for acquiring 

accurate, timely inventories for informing forest management. 

1.1.1 Traditional methods of characterizing forest structure 

 In Canada, forest inventories are conducted at both national and provincial/territorial 

scales and are re-assessed every five years (M. D. Gillis et al. 2010). Canada’s national forest 

inventory is an aggregation of individual jurisdictions, often further subdivided into management 

units, responsible for the development of inventory methods based on their respective 

requirements (Leckie and Gillis 1995). Since the 1950s, remote sensing data were collected for 

forest inventories in the form of aerial photography (M. Gillis and Leckie 1993); currently a 

common practice for many operational inventories.  

 Predating the introduction of geographic information systems (GIS) and automated image 

classification software, manual interpretation of aerial stereo photography was validated using 

field data collection campaigns (Wulder et al. 2008). The accuracy of this technique relies 

heavily on expert photo interpreters, who delineate stands based on their subjective perception of 

homogenous species, age, height and density compositions. In addition to challenges in 

validation (Steen Magnussen and Russo 2012), these methods are more time intensive, costly, 

and prone to error compared to emerging remote sensing techniques (Pozo et al. 2014; Tang and 

Shao 2015; Herrero-Huerta et al. 2016). Nevertheless, advances in optical remote sensing camera 

quality and satellite platforms with high-resolution imagery, have significant capacity in 

quantifying vegetation health and forest composition at large spatial scales. 
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1.2 Advanced 3D remote sensing of forest structure 

 As a result of recent technological advances, 3D remote sensing techniques such as 

airborne laser scanning (ALS) and digital aerial photogrammetry (DAP) are now providing 

additional forest structure information than conventional manual or digital analysis of two-

dimensional optical imagery. ALS is an active remote sensing technique, flown using piloted 

aircraft, and offers significant potential for accurately modelling large forested areas (Means et 

al., 1999; Dubayah and Drake, 2000; Lim et al., 2003). It is well established that ALS is able to 

accurately model terrain even in forested areas with high biomass and canopy cover (Reutebuch 

et al. 2003). Herein, descriptions of ALS refer to small-footprint discrete-return light detection 

and ranging (LiDAR); however, more complex forms are under continual development, such as 

full-waveform (Reitberger et al. 2009; Nie et al. 2017) and single-photon LiDAR (Swatantran et 

al. 2016). Since the 1990s, discrete-return ALS has been rapidly adopted in the forest industry, 

revolutionizing the monitoring of forest stands (Baltsavias 1999; Næsset 2002). ALS sensors 

measure the angle of, and time between, sent and returned laser pulses, from which the precise 

distance to the sensor is calculated. The aggregation of these points is commonly known as a 

point cloud. Commercial ALS systems are usually acquired in conjunction with a global 

navigation satellite system (GNSS) and therefore have absolute georeferencing accuracies of 15 

and 40 cm respectively in vertical and horizontal directions (Davenport, Holden, and Gurney 

2004). A single ALS pulse has the capacity to register multiple points, often facilitating the 

characterization of sub-canopy elements and terrain.  

 An additional point cloud generating remote sensing technique is digital aerial 

photogrammetry (DAP). DAP is the process of acquiring a series of overlapping digital images 
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and generating 3D information as a result of having multiple perspectives of the same object. 

The concept of DAP dates back to the 1970’s (Woodcock, 1976; Helava, 1978; McGlone et al., 

2004) and has only recently become a competitive tool as a result of increases in computing and 

storage technologies, as well as reductions in their relative cost (Korpela, 2004; Rahlf et al., 

2017). Below, I review the application of these two technologies to assess forest structure in 

more detail.  

1.2.1 Review of airborne laser scanning for describing forest structure 

 Forest inventories from ALS are primarily conducted using either an area-based approach 

(ABA) or individual tree-crown detection (ITCD) (Tompalski et al. 2018). The data requirements 

for the ABA approach are continuous ALS data, commonly referred to as wall-to-wall coverage, 

and tree-level measurements from sample field plots (White, Wulder, Varhola, et al. 2013) 

ideally distributed using stratified random sampling (Corona and Fattorini 2008). Metrics based 

on the vertical distribution of point-cloud data are summarized at a pre-defined grid cell size and 

used to develop predictive models of plot-level forest attributes, not limited to tree height, stem 

volume, stem count, basal area, and biomass (Lim et al. 2003). Using the relationships 

established between the point-cloud metrics and field measurements at the plot-level, wall-to-

wall predictions of forest attributes are made per cell.  

 Individual-tree level forest inventories rely on the selection and performance of ITCD 

algorithms and are generally conducted at smaller spatial scales than the ABA. The high density 

of ALS point-clouds allows for the extraction of tree-top locations, heights and crown edges 

(Popescu, Wynne, and Nelson 2003). Though highly valuable when performed accurately, the 

individual-tree-based approach can be problematic where trees beneath the dominant canopy 
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height fail to be detected (Yu et al. 2011). A summary of studies conducted in the past two 

decades towards forest inventory acquisition separated into ABA and ITCD techniques is 

provided below (Table 1.2-1).  

 

Table 1.2-1. Summary of publications concerning forest inventory from ALS data broken down by ABA and 

ITCD. 

Publication Year Location Forest Type ABA ITCD 
Bouvier, Durrieu, 

Fournier, & Renaud, 2015 2015 Southwestern France Mixed √  

Scrinzi, Clementel, & 
Floris, 2015 2015 Bolzano, Italian 

central Alps Coniferous √  

(Tompalski et al. 2015) 2015 Vancouver Island, 
BC, Canada Coniferous √  

(Vastaranta et al. 2013) 2013 Eastern Finland Coniferous √  

(Q. Chen et al. 2013) 2013 Ione, California, USA Deciduous / 
open savannah  √ 

(Koch, Heyder, and 
Weinacker 2013) 2013 Freiburg, southwest 

Germany Mixed  √ 

(Steen Magnussen et al. 
2012) 2012 Southeastern Norway Coniferous √  

(Vastaranta et al. 2012) 2012 Evo, southern Finland Coniferous √ √ 
(Yu et al. 2011) 2011 Evo, southern Finland Coniferous  √ 

(Corona and Fattorini 
2008) 2008 Bosco della Fontana, 

northern Italy Deciduous √  

(Takahashi et al. 2005) 2005 Aichi Prefecture, 
central Japan Coniferous  √ 

(Popescu, Wynne, and 
Nelson 2003) 2003  Buckingham State 

Forest, Virginia, USA Mixed  √ 
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1.3 Emerging technologies and remote sensing platforms 

1.3.1 Review of autonomous aerial systems 

 Autonomous aerial systems (AAS) originate from military operations (Clarke, 2014), yet 

recent public and commercial expansion is indicative of the rapidly diversifying AAS market. 

From 2016 to 2017 global commercial drone revenue increased from $2.8 billion to $3.7 billion 

(Gartner, 2017). As a result of decreasing size, weight and cost of standard high-resolution 

consumer-grade cameras paired with increasing power, flight duration and payload capacities of 

modern AAS (Clarke, 2014; Peasgood and Valentin, 2015), there has been a rapid increase in 

AAS image acquisition around the world. By flying at lower altitudes than piloted counterparts, 

drones increase spatial resolution and image quality while reducing dependency on weather 

conditions (Shi et al., 2016). The low cost of AAS paired with optical imaging systems also 

allows for frequent acquisitions relative to ALS. Off-the-shelf rotary-wing AAS are capable of 

acquiring wall-to-wall imagery over areas up to a few hundred hectares per day using multiple 

flights, provided charged batteries are readily available. An example application for AAS-DAP 

surveys is the monitoring of crop growth through multi-temporal comparisons of high-resolution 

crop surface models (Bendig et al., 2013). Similarly, canopy height models (CHM) of tree 

plantations have been generated to detect small temporal changes in forest height and stem 

volume, which may be less measurable using ALS (Guerra-Hernandez et al., 2017). AAS-DAP 

techniques can also be used for comparing efficiencies of different harvesting equipment as well 

as their impact on service roads and trail networks (Horcher and Visser, 2004).   
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1.3.2 Digital aerial photogrammetry 

 Photogrammetry, based on principles of stereo-photography, is the process of gathering 

3D structure from overlapping portions of adjacent two-dimensional images (Westoby et al. 

2012). The extraction of vertical structure relies on the identification of common objects, known 

as tie-points, in overlapping images. Practical applications for aerial photogrammetry exist 

(Woodcock 1976; Helava 1978); however, prior to modern digital cameras and advanced 

computing technology, the creation of photogrammetric products relied on expert 

photogrammetrists in addition to a pre-existing network of visible tie-points with known 

coordinates (Lane, James, and Crowell 2000). Automatic tie-point extraction is now possible 

with the emergence of structure-from-motion algorithms, facilitating a marked increase in image-

based 3D data generation (Smith, Carrivick, and Quincey 2015). The processed data product is a 

point cloud representing a 3D model of the overlapping region with a point density dependent on 

the pixel resolution. Given that an adequate digital elevation model (DEM) can be extracted from 

point clouds, derivatives include canopy height models (CHM), ITCD (Wang et al. 2008; Mohan 

et al. 2017) and ABA estimates of forest attributes such as stand height and timber volume 

(Tompalski et al. 2015).  

 The capacity of the initial digital images to provide spectral information is an additional 

strength of DAP-based approaches. Spectral information has strengths in detecting and 

classifying vegetation health; however, this often relies on wavelengths beyond the visible 

spectrum, in particular the near-infrared. Additional challenges with spectral analysis include 

radiometric calibration techniques to ensure colour consistency throughout captured images 
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(Markelin et al., 2008; Collings et al., 2011). A summarized comparison of the capabilities and 

advantages between AAS-DAP and ALS remote sensing techniques is shown in (Table 1.3-1). 

Table 1.3-1. Key differences between ALS and AAS-DAP technologies 

 Spectral 
Information 

Canopy 
Penetration 

DEM 
Accuracy 

Positional 
Accuracy 

Point 
Density Cost Weather 

Tolerance 
ALS  √ √ √    

AAS-DAP √    √ √ √ 
 

1.4 Challenges with new technologies 

1.4.1 Terrain modelling  

 Almost any analysis done using 3D point-cloud data is dependent on initial 

discrimination of terrain from objects and the difficulty of this task increases with surface 

variability (Meng et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2017). Accuracy of predicted forest metrics such as 

height and volume are dependent on the generation of an accurate DEM used to normalize 

vegetation heights. Given BC’s expansive forest ranges and their complexity, the identification 

of forest attributes that allow for an accurate DEM generation at the forest stand level using 

AAS-DAP is important for reducing reliance on ALS acquisitions. Both DAP and ALS point 

clouds provide accurate, continuous top-of-crown measurements; however, the ability for DAP 

to describe forest structure decreases with distance beneath the canopy surface. Furthermore, 

DAP is prone to producing point-cloud voids where shaded portions of an image appear black, 

therefore the disparity of terrain coverage between ALS and DAP generally increases with 

higher tree count per area, crown density and tree height. As a result, ground detection from 
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DAP has principally been limited to non-forested landscapes, open forests with no understory, or 

plantations (Table 1.4-1). 

 

 

 

Table 1.4-1. Recent studies utilizing digital aerial photogrammetry divided into forest structure and ground 

detection. 

Publication Year Aerial 
Platform Location Landcover 

Type 
Forest 

Structure 
Ground 

Detection 

(Tompalski et 
al. 2018) 2018 PA*  

Northern 
Alberta, 
Canada 

Mixedwood, 
Boreal and 
Temperate 

√  

(Goodbody, 
Coops, 

Hermosilla, 
Tompalski, and 
Pelletier 2018) 

2018 AAS 

Edmundston, 
New 

Brunswick, 
Canada 

Hardwood 
dominated  √ 

(Iizuka et al. 
2018) 2017 AAS 

Otsu City, 
Shiga 

Prefecture, 
Japan 

Evergreen 
coniferous √ √ 

(Guerra-
Hernández et 

al. 2017) 
2017 AAS 

Alcochete, 
Central 
Portugal 

Pinus pinea 
plantation √ √ 

(Rahlf et al. 
2017) 2017 PA  Central 

Norway 
Temperate, 
coniferous √  

(Goodbody et 
al. 2016) 2016 AAS Central BC, 

Canada 

Young 
coniferous 
(<15 years 

since 
clearcut) 

√  

(Clapuyt, 
Vanacker, and 

Van Oost 2016) 
2016 AAS Central 

Belgium 

Pasture, 
arable fields 

without crops 
 √ 

(Jensen and 
Mathews 2016) 2016 AAS Edwards 

Plateau, 
Savannah, 
undulating √ √ 
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Publication Year Aerial 
Platform Location Landcover 

Type 
Forest 

Structure 
Ground 

Detection 
Central Texas, 

USA 
hills, 

evergreen 
(Ota et al. 

2015) 2015 PA  Central 
Cambodia 

Evergreen, 
deciduous, √  

(Lucieer, Jong, 
and Turner 

2014) 
2014 AAS 

Southern 
Tasmania, 
Australia 

Landslide 
zone, exposed 

soil, short 
grass 

 √ 

(Fonstad et al. 
2013) 2013 Helium 

Blimp 
Central Texas, 

USA Bedrock  √ 

(Harwin and 
Lucieer 2012) 2012 AAS 

Southeast 
Tasmania, 
Australia 

Scattered 
shrubs, 
Coastal 
marsh, 

erosion scarp 

 √ 

(Niethammer et 
al. 2012) 2012 AAS Southern 

Alps, France 

Landslide 
zone, 

bedrock, 
exposed soil 

 √ 

(St-Onge et al. 
2008) 2008 PA  

New 
Brunswick, 

Canada 
Boreal forest √  

(Korpela and 
Anttila 2004) 2004 PA  Southern 

Finland 
Temperate, 
coniferous √  

* PA - Piloted Aircraft 

1.4.2 Area-based forest inventories with AAS-DAP 

   The majority of studies which examine the forest attribute modelling capacity of AAS-

DAP normalize vegetation heights above ground using terrain surfaces generated from ALS or 

other external data sources (Bohlin, Wallerman, and Fransson 2012). When co-registered with 

sufficient precision, results show that the photogrammetric CHM can replicate or exceed the 

accuracies of combining aerial imagery and ALS data (Tuominen et al. 2015). However, there is 

a lack of research using both ground detection and subsequent forest attribute modelling 

techniques on AAS-DAP data alone.  
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1.5 Research objectives 

 The overarching research objective of this thesis is to examine the capacity of AAS-DAP 

surveys to generate an operational forest inventory in the interior plateau forest region of BC. 

Remotely sensed forest inventories using 3D point-cloud data are dependent on terrain surface 

generation to gather above-ground vegetation heights. Therefore, an analysis of terrain 

classification algorithms as well as the influence of forest characteristics on their errors was 

required. Following that, the AAS-DAP data were analyzed using an area-based forest inventory 

approach which has been previously established using ALS data. A visual representation of the 

data and analysis portions of this thesis are provided below in Figure 1.5-1. 

This thesis addresses two main questions each broken into two sub-questions: 

1) Chapter 3: To what extent is terrain modeling possible using AAS-DAP in a complex conifer 

forest?  

a) How do terrain models derived from AAS-DAP compare to those from ALS in a 

complex conifer forest? 

b) What is the influence of canopy cover and terrain slope on the accuracy of AAS-DAP 

terrain models? 

 

2) Chapter 4: To what extent are forest height and stem volume predictions possible using AAS-

DAP over a complex conifer forest?   

a) How do prediction accuracies compare to those from achieved using ALS with the area-

based approach? 
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b) What is the influence of terrain surface interpolation methods on height and volume 

predictions? 

  

 

 Chapter 2 presents characteristics of the study area located in the University of BC’s Alex 

Fraser Research Forest Gavin Lake Block. The field-plot data collection scheme and resulting 

measurements are presented. This is followed by presenting the acquisition parameters of the 

AAS images, point-cloud processing workflow and georeferencing procedure. Lastly, the 

acquisition of ALS data is presented.  

 Chapter 3 addresses research question 1 and sub-questions 1a) and 1b) outlined above. 

Methods and findings for assessing the terrain modelling capacity of AAS-DAP point-clouds is 

presented. A sensitivity analysis of point-cloud ground classification algorithms is presented. 

The influence of canopy cover and terrain slope on classification error is also presented.  

 Chapter 4 focuses on research question 2 and sub-questions 2a) and 2b). Methodologies 

and findings for estimating operational forest inventory attributes are presented. Using an 

optimal ground classification identified in Chapter 3, the effect of terrain surface interpolation 

methods on the accuracy of forest modelling is presented.  

 Chapter 5 summarizes the key findings from Chapters 3 and 4 as well as their broader 

implications for forest management. These findings are then considered from an operational 
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inventory perspective where some recommendations are made. Lastly, the limitations of this 

research and opportunities for supplementary research are discussed.   
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Figure 1.5-1. Conceptual workflow diagram of data and analysis Chapters 2, 3 and 4.  
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Chapter 2: Study site & data 

2.1 Study site 

 Terrain modelling and forest inventory estimation studies were conducted within three 

study areas (Figure 2.1-1) located within the University of British Columbia Alex Fraser 

Research Forest (AFRF) Gavin Lake Block, about 50 km northeast of Williams Lake, BC, 

Canada, herein referred to as Gavin Lake Block. In addition to ALS data availability, sites were 

chosen to represent the range of forest density and terrain complexity of BC’s interior plateau 

physiographic region. The Gavin Lake Block transitions west to east from the Sub-boreal Spruce 

(SBS) to the Interior Cedar - Hemlock (ICH) Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) 

zones. Annual precipitation respective to each BEC zone 527 mm and 664 mm and mean-annual 

temperatures are 3.7 °C and 4.5 °C. (Day 2007). Forest structure of the Gavin Lake Block is also 

a product of frequent wildfires and logging activity dating back to the 1940’s (Day 2007). Upon 

visiting the site in the fall of 2017, the forest stands were dominated by mature conifers with 

small patches of deciduous species. According to Klinka, 2004, tree species in decreasing 

abundance are Douglas-fir (psuedotsuga menziesii var. glauca (56%)), hybrid spruce (Picea 

Glauca x engelmannii (15%)), western redcedar (Thuja plicata (10%)), lodgepole pine (Pinus 

contorta (9%)), and trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides (6%)). The combined areas lie 

between 700-1250 m above mean sea level with varying terrain slopes up to 68° and a mean 

slope of 16°. The location and elevation of the three AAS-DAP flight areas (A, B and C) are 

shown in Table 2.1-1 and displayed as maps in Figures 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 below. 
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Table 2.1-1. Location, elevation and size of the three data acquisition areas located in the Gavin Lake Block 

of interior British Columbia. 

Study 
area 

Centroid Location 
(Latitude, Longitude) 

Mean 
Elevation 

AMSL (m) 
Size (ha) 

A -121.8006, 52.4487 858 131 

B -121.7723, 52.4481 926 116 

C -121.7328, 52.44883 1156 123 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1-1. AAS acquired orthomosaics of study areas A, B and C (a, b, and c) respectively overlaid with field plot locations labeled with Plot ID 

(see Table 2.2-1) 



 

 

 A number of non-contiguous wildfires affected sizeable portions of the Gavin Lake Block 

with heterogeneous severity in the summer of 2017 prior to AAS data acquisition. As a result, 

portions of the study areas consisted of dead or dying trees along with scorched ground and tree 

stems. Where the fire intensity was higher, remaining standing trees had limited or no foliage. 

These areas are identifiable in Figure 2.1-1 as patches of dark grey and black. To quantify the 

proportional burned area within the study areas, relative differenced normalized burn ratio 

(RdNBR) was divided into low, moderate and high fire severity classes from Landsat Thematic 

Mapper / Enhanced Thematic Mapper+ imagery (Soverel, Perrakis, and Coops 2010). The 

proportion of fire severity classes aggregated over the three study areas was 28.9%, 14.5% and 

5.4% for low, moderate and high respectively. 

2.2 Field measurements 

 A total of 16 fixed radius (12.6 m) forest inventory plots were established within the 

AFRF Gavin Lake Block in October 2017. Plots were distributed using stratified random 

sampling based on the aforementioned classes of the RdNBR fire severity layer and canopy 

cover defined as the fraction of all returns > 2 m height from the ALS data to represent the 

variation in forest structure conditions present in the area. Upon visiting the site, two field 

plots were in areas of severe fire damage with minimal remaining above-ground biomass 

and were excluded from the analysis. The collected information for the field plots is 

summarized in Table 2.2-1. All live trees with diameter at breast height (DBH) greater than 

10 cm were included. The mean height of measured trees was 16.3 m. Plot-centre locations 

were measured using differential global positioning system (DGPS) techniques with an 

Ashtech ProMark 120. The location of each tree was calculated using horizontal distance 
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and azimuth readings taken from the centre of each plot using a TruPulse 360B laser 

rangefinder. Tree heights were measured in the field using a Vertex III Hypsometer and 

Transponder while tree species was determined visually. Allometric relationships derived by 

Ung, Bernier, and Guo (2008) were utilized to estimate plot-level individual-tree biomass 

which were converted to Vstem using wood density relationships established by Gonzalez 

(1990).   

Table 2.2-1. Summary of field plot measurements conducted in the study areas located in the Gavin Lake 

Block of interior British Columbia. 

Plot 
ID 

Tree Count Species Count DBH (cm) Height 
(m) Vstem (m3) HLorey 

(m) Per 
Plot 

Per 
ha At  Bp  Fd Fs Pl Sx Mean SD Mean  SD Per 

Plot Per ha 

1 33 660   24 1  8 23.3 8.5 19.7 4.5 13.4 269 22.4 
2 44 880  1 37  6  18.7 4.4 18.2 3.1 10.1 203 19.3 
3 29 580 1 5 8 2  13 26.6 20.0 22.2 5.0 21.3 426 27.8 
4 64 1280   64    24.1 6.3 22.4 3.1 27.6 551 23.6 
5 24 480 2 11 7   4 24.5 9.2 20.0 5.4 10.9 217 22.8 
6 49 980   49    21.8 8.4 18.4 3.1 14.7 295 20.0 
7 17 340   15  2  18.7 5.5 14.1 4.0 3.0 59 15.7 
8 27 540  3   7 17 13.8 3.0 13.6 4.0 3.0 60 14.7 
9 48 960  1 2  18 27 13.6 3.3 13.8 5.1 5.7 113 15.0 
10 58 1160 1  56   1 19.6 5.1 15.9 4.2 11.9 239 17.2 
11 15 300   14  1  24.3 9.7 11.5 2.6 2.9 57 12.3 
12 32 640   30 1  1 23.0 7.0 17.2 6.2 10.4 208 19.9 
13 32 640   30 2   19.9 5.7 11.3 2.5 4.3 86 12.3 
14 40 800   39   1 20.1 8.1 15.1 2.4 8.3 165 16.8 
15 54 1080   41 5 4 4 18.9 5.2 14.0 3.9 9.6 192 15.4 
16 39 780   39    19.7 5.5 13.5 4.2 6.7 134 15.1 

Species names abbreviations: At - Trembling Aspen (Populus tremuloides), Bp - Paper Birch (betula papyrifera), 
Fd - Douglas Fir (psuedotsuga menziesii var. glauca), Fs - Subalpine Fir (Abies lasiocarpa), Pl - Lodgepole Pine 
(Pinus contorta var. latifolia), Sx - Sitka Spruce (Picea sitchensis) or White Spruce (Picea glauca) or Engelmann 
Spruce (Picea engelmannii) 
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2.3 Remote sensing data 

2.3.1 AAS image acquisition 

 AAS-DAP data acquisitions were conducted within the AFRF Gavin Lake block from 21 

to 24 October 2017 using a DJI Phantom IV quadcopter AAS equipped with a compact RGB 

digital camera. Each of the study areas (A, B and C) were flown on a single day with up to eight 

individual flights to cover each area. Weather conditions were predominantly clear sky with 

minimal cloud coverage. No precipitation was observed during any acquisitions. The 

specifications of the Phantom AAS along with employed flight parameters and image-overlap 

settings are presented in Table 2.3-1. 

 

Table 2.3-1. AAS specifications of the DJI Phantom 4 and parameters used for image acquisition. 

System Specifications 
Aircraft 

Max Flight Time 28 min 
Navigation GPS & GLONASS 

GPS Positional Accuracy 0.5m (z), 1.5 m (x,y) 
Transmission Range 5 km 

Camera 
Sensor 1/2.3” CMOS 

ISO Range 100–1600 (photo) 
Electronic Shutter Speed 1/8000s 

FOV 94° 
Aperture f/2.8 

Image Size 4000 × 3000 
Acquisition Parameters 

Altitude 120 m (AGL) 
Terrain Following 30 m SRTM * 

Image Overlap 90% Forward, 85% Lateral 
Image Capture Interval 2.5 s 

Write to Disk Speed 10 Mb/s 
*Shuttle radar topography mission 
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2.3.2 AAS-DAP point cloud generation 

 AAS images were compiled for point-cloud generation using Pix4Dmapper Pro version 

4.1.24 (Pix4D, 2018) software for each study area separately. Images were first aligned and 

optimized using the on-board inertial measurement unit and GNSS/GPS followed by tie-point 

pixel identification within overlapping images. The number of calibrated images used was 2117, 

1890 and 1882 for areas A, B and C respectively. Settings employed for point-cloud generation 

were default image scale and ‘optimal’ point density, and the minimum number of images 

matches was set to three. Average processing time for point cloud generation between the three 

study areas was 5.1 h and the average point-cloud density was 95 points per m2.  

 

2.3.3 AAS-DAP point-cloud georeferencing 

 Point-cloud data captured from aerial platforms can be either directly georeferenced with 

onboard GPS systems or using a network of ground control points (GCP) with precise 3D 

coordinates. Ten GCPs were evenly distributed within each study site (Figure 2) resulting in an 

average density of 1 GCP per 13 ha. The location of each GCP was measured using differential 

GPS techniques with the Ashtech ProMark 120 by averaging one reading per second for five 

minutes. The Ashtech ProMark 120 is capable of DGPS accuracy of <0.30 m + 1 ppm (Spectra 

Precision 2012). One GCP in area A was discarded due to high vertical root-mean-square-error 

(RMSE) reported by the GPS unit at the site. Images containing GCPs were identified, then GCP 

tagged. The number of images containing GCPs, RMSE of GPS measurements and GCP image 

identification are presented in Table 2.3-2. 
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Table 2.3-2. Ground sampling distance (GSD), mean horizontal and vertical RMSE (RMSExy, RMSEz) 

acquired from the DGPS measurements of GCP used for georeferencing the DAP point-cloud, and GCP 

image identification RMSE averaged per study site. 

AAS Flight 
Area GPS GCP Image Identification Accuracy 

Site 
Mean 
GSD 
(cm) 

# of 
GCP 

Mean 
RMSExy 

(m) 

Mean 
RMSEz 

(m) 

# of 
Marked 
Images 

Mean 
RMSE 
X (m) 

Mean 
RMSE 
Y (m) 

Mean 
RMSE 
Z (m) 

A 4.69 9 1.382 1.964 204 0.088 0.082 0.114 

B 4.88 10 1.662 2.874 101 0.483 0.724 2.507 

C 4.97 10 0.617 0.882 105 1.026 2.309 3.320 
 

2.3.4 Airborne laser scanning data 

ALS data were acquired over the Gavin Lake Block in 2008 at a point density of 4-6 points 

per m2 using 50% lateral overlap (Coops, Duffe, and Koot 2010). A 1 m × 1 m resolution DEM 

was generated from the ground-classified returns and used in height normalization necessary for 

deriving ALS canopy cover. A 1 m × 1 m resolution terrain slope raster was also generated from 

the ALS-DEM. 
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Chapter 3: Evaluation of ground surface models derived from autonomous 

aerial systems with digital aerial photogrammetry in a disturbed conifer 

forest 

 

3.1  Introduction 

 The analysis of 3D point-cloud data typically involves the separation of terrain from 

vegetation object components. This process will be referred to herein as ground classification 

and allows the point cloud to be normalized according to height above ground, thus facilitating 

the measurement of 3D forest metrics. The accuracy of such classification varies according to 

terrain complexity (Meng et al. 2010; Yan et al. 2017); therefore, DEM generation that accounts 

for surface variability is necessary to ensure accurate estimates of forest structure. Both DAP and 

ALS point clouds provide accurate, continuous top-of-crown measurements; however, the ability 

for DAP to describe forest structure decreases with distance below the canopy surface. 

Furthermore, DAP is prone to producing voids in the point cloud where trees found in matching 

photos may occlude each other (Barnard, Fischler, and Barnard 1982). The disparity of terrain 

coverage between ALS and DAP generally increases with canopy height (Gatziolis et al. 2015). 

Nevertheless, the low cost and increased repeatability of DAP relative to ALS for stand-level 

applications shows significant potential (Goodbody, Coops, Hermosilla, Tompalski, and Pelletier 

2018; Smith, Carrivick, and Quincey 2015). Recent studies indicate that accurate DEM 

generation from the unsupervised classification of DAP point clouds under open forest canopies 

is achievable (Kachamba et al. 2017; Guerra-Hernández et al. 2017; Goodbody, Coops, 

Hermosilla, Tompalski, and Pelletier 2018; Guerra-Hernández et al. 2018). For example (Guerra-
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Hernández et al. 2017) used 20 high precision GPS checkpoints and found RMSE of 0.046 m, 

0.018 m and 0.033 m in the X, Y and Z directions respectively.  

 To answer questions 1a) and 1b) outlined in Section 1.5, this chapter (1) obtained terrain-

modelling results typical of a low-cost AAS-DAP acquisition in a mountainous forest 

environment, (2) established optimal parameters of three ground-point classification algorithms, 

and (3) compared DAP terrain-modelling accuracies under various terrain-slope and canopy-

cover conditions. Evaluation of the AAS-DAP terrain models was carried out against 

commercially provided ALS ground points.  

3.2 Methods 

 This chapter was carried out in five steps: photogrammetric processing, georeferencing, 

ground filter sensitivity analysis, forest structure and terrain stratification and performance 

evaluation (Figure 3.2-1). First, AAS images from three acquisitions were processed to generate 

photogrammetric point clouds. The point clouds were then georeferenced using GCPs followed 

by a systematic sensitivity analysis of three ground-point classification algorithms to determine 

optimal parameters resulting in a single ground-classified point cloud for each algorithm. Finally, 

performance evaluation was carried out to assess the accuracy of subsequently generated DEMs 

under various terrain-slope and canopy-cover classes.  
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Figure 3.2-1. Schematic workflow of DAP point cloud generation, filter sensitivity analysis and DEM error 

assessment. 
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3.2.1 AAS-DAP Ground-point classification and DEM generation 

 Ground classification routines can be broadly categorized into surface-based, 

morphology-based and slope-based (W. Zhang et al. 2016). Surface-based algorithms can be 

further subdivided into progressive triangulated irregular network densification (PTD) and 

interpolation-based algorithms (Asghar 2017; Jat and Serre 2016, 2018). This chapter tested 

three published, academically licensed or open-source ground-point selection methods, all 

designed for ALS data. The two best performing algorithms according to results from Sithole & 

Vosselman (Sithole and Vosselman 2004) are tested in this chapter. They are PTD (Axelsson 

1999, 2000), followed by the hierarchical robust interpolation (HRI) algorithm (Kraus and 

Pfeifer 1998). The third method is the simple morphological filter (SMRF) (Pingel, Clarke, and 

Mcbride 2013), first proposed by Kilian et al. (1996) and later implemented by Zhang et al. 

(Keqi Zhang et al. 2003). The PTD and SMRF algorithms are primarily designed for the ground 

classification of urban environments with a mix of natural and man-made surface elements while 

the HRI method is designed for wooded areas (Kraus and Pfeifer 1998).  

 The PTD algorithm (Axelsson 1999, 2000) and its modifications for the improved 

handling of surface discontinuities (J. Zhang and Lin 2013), first generates a sparse triangulated 

irregular network (TIN) based on seed points (lowest points) within cells of a gridded point-

cloud (Axelsson 2000). After seed points are established, the remaining points are used to 

iteratively densify the initial TIN based on thresholds of normal distance and angle to nearest 

facets and nodes respectively of the sparse TIN (Axelsson 2000). The PTD method has been 

shown to produce better results when compared to other methods (Montealegre, Lamelas, and De 
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La Riva 2015a; Asghar 2017) and is implemented in the commercial point-cloud classification 

software, Terrascan (2016).  

 The HRI algorithm (Kraus and Pfeifer 1998), is based on linear-least-squares and is 

designed for removing non-ground ALS measurements of forested environments. The method 

begins by computing an equally-weighted surface (Zi) through z-values of all points, and is 

presumed to lie between the true terrain and canopy top surfaces. Under the assumption that 

points with larger negative residuals with respect to Zi are more likely to be true terrain points, 

residual-based weights are computed. Zi is then updated iteratively until the specified number of 

iterations is reached (Kraus and Pfeifer 1998). Upon each iteration, points are assigned a weight 

value according to the following equation: 

𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 =  �

1
1

1 + (𝑎𝑎(𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 − 𝑔𝑔)𝑏𝑏)
0

   𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 ≤  𝑔𝑔

         𝑔𝑔 < 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑔𝑔 + 𝑤𝑤

     𝑔𝑔 + 𝑤𝑤 < 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖

 (1) 

Where a, b, g and w are parameters of the HRI method and pi is assigned weight where points 

with residuals 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 greater than g + w with respect to the current ground-surface estimation are 

assigned as non-ground points.  

 The SMRF is a computationally simplified method stemming from the work of Kilian et 

al. (1996), implemented by Zhang et al. (2003), and establishes a performance baseline for the 

morphological filtering approach (Pingel, Clarke, and Mcbride 2013). The algorithm consists of 

four steps and four required parameters in addition to the 3D coordinates of points. The initial 

step is similar to that of the PTD algorithm where lowest points within a gridded point cloud are 

isolated to generate an initial minimum surface represented as a raster rather than a TIN. 
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Algorithm parameters are the cell-size of the initial minimum raster surface, a slope value that 

dictates terrain vs. object classification upon each iteration, and minimum and maximum window 

radii controlling the opening operation. An additional optional parameter, cut is dependent on 

provisional DEM slope calculations and operates under the assumption that terrain vs. object 

distance thresholds should be more liberal in areas of steeper slope. 

 For the final DEM surface generation, the ALS and DAP ground points were converted 

to a TIN surface, and a 1 m × 1 m raster DEM using memory efficient TIN-streaming technology 

based on three parallel processes (Isenburg et al. 2006). 

 

3.2.2 Ground classification algorithm sensitivity analysis 

 All three examined ground classification methods require parameterization, with key 

parameters likely to be different between DAP and ALS-derived point clouds. Therefore, a 

sensitivity analysis was conducted by varying parameters to derive a single set of optimal 

parameters for each classification method. Given the strong influence of terrain slope on the 

results of ground filtering (Hodgson et al. 2005; Meng et al. 2010), the study areas were stratified 

into three terrain-slope classes; gentle (0–11°), moderate (11–17°) and high (17–39°) based on 

the ALS-DEM. Three 1 ha (100 m x 100 m) samples were randomly placed within each slope 

class and a 25 m buffer was incorporated around samples to eliminate edge artifacts during the 

TIN-based DEM generation. Next, for each tested algorithm (Table 3.2-1), a range of parameter 

values (Table 3.2-2) were tested for each sample. Step, cell and cell of the PTD, HRI and SMRF 

algorithms respectively serve as the spatial resolution of the classification input area and were 

therefore varied from 1 to 25 m in 7 steps. The maximum value of step, cell and cell of the PTD, 
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HRI and SMRF methods was limited to 25 m for two reasons. First, values >25 m tended to 

leave large gaps in the distribution of ground points even when they existed. Second, to avoid 

problematic edge artifacts, larger initial search footprints require a larger point-cloud dataset and 

therefore compromise the ability to stratify the samples and require exponentially more 

processing time. Therefore analysis was limited to 1 ha (100 m x 100 m) samples and 25 m 

search footprints. For the remaining parameters, default values from the original authors were 

used as the median of the varied range. Parameters without default values were varied in equal 

steps. The cut parameter of the SMRF method is a large structuring element designed for 

removing large continuous objects on relatively flat terrain (Pingel, Clarke, and Mcbride 2013) 

and therefore was not varied and held at its default value of 0. As a result, 23,625, 45,927 and 

25,515 unique runs were undertaken to produce DAP-DEMs for the PTD, HRI and SMRF 

methods respectively.  

 

Table 3.2-1. Chosen ALS ground-point classification algorithms tested on DAP point clouds and their 

respective parameters and software implementations. 

Publication Class Key 
Method Tested Parameters Software 

Implementation 

(Axelsson 
1999, 2000) Surface PTD 

step-size, initial search 
intensity, bulge, spike, 

ground offset 
LAStools 

(Kraus and 
Pfeifer 1998) Surface HRI 

cell-size, tolerance 
distance, a, b, g, w, 

iterations 
FUSION  

(Pingel, Clarke, 
and Mcbride 

2013) 
Morphological SMRF 

cell-size, cut-net size, 
elevation scalar, slope, 

elevation threshold, max 
window size 

Point Data 
Abstraction Library 

(PDAL) 
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Table 3.2-2. Ground classification algorithms, parameter descriptions and values used for testing on 1 ha 

stratified samples. 

Method Parameter Description Values 

PTD 

step initial grid resolution for assigning 
TIN seed points (m) 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25* 

intensity initial ground point search intensity coarse, fine, hyper-fine 

bulge positive height coarse TIN surface 
can bulge during refinement (m) 0.1, 0.6, 1.1, 1.6, 2.1 

spike height threshold to remove localized 
positive vertical spikes (m) 0.1, 0.6, 1.1, 1.6, 2.1 

offset positive vertical offset from ground 
estimate to include points (m) 0.1, 0.6, 1.1, 0.6, 2.1 

HRI 

cell cell-size used for intermediate 
surface models (m) 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25 

g 

see Equation (1). 

−2.2, −2.0*, −1.8 

w 2.25, 2.5*, 2.75 

a 0.9, 1.0*, 1.1 

b 3.6, 4.0*, 4.4 

tolerance vertical tolerance for final 
classification of ground points 0.1, 1.1, 2.1 

iterations number of iterations for 
classification logic 3, 5*, 7 

SMRF 

cell grid cell resolution of ground point 
search (m) 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25 

slope slope threshold to exclude adjacent 
ground points (%) 0.05, 0.10, 0.15*, 0.20, 0.25 

scalar scaling value to be multiplied by 
slope of provisional DEM 0.75, 1.00, 1.25*, 1.50, 1.75 

threshold vertical distance from provisional 
DEM to include points (m) 0.1, 0.5*, 0.9 

window max search radius for including 
points in the provisional DEM (m) 10, 14, 18*, 22, 26 

cut spacing of minimum values used for 
removing large objects (m) 0* 

*algorithm default value. 
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3.2.3 Ground classification algorithm accuracy assessment 

The RMSE and the signed elevation differences, referred to as DEM bias, were calculated 

for each sensitivity analysis iteration using the vertical residual between the DAP-DEM surfaces 

and ALS ground points. RMSE was calculated according to the following equation: 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =  �
∑ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝑧𝑧 − 𝐷𝐷𝐴𝐴𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑧𝑧
𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑛𝑛
 (2) 

where 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝑧𝑧 is the elevation of the ALS ground point and 𝐷𝐷𝐴𝐴𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑧𝑧 is the elevation of the 1 m x 

1 m resolution DAP-DEM raster surface and n is the number of ALS ground points. Anticipating 

that some runs would yield DAP-DEMs with incomplete sample coverage, 99% of ALS ground 

points were required to overlap with the DAP-DEM to provide a valid RMSE. Then, for each 1 

ha sample, RMSE values within the first percentile were extracted from which the most 

occurring value of each parameter was designated as the optimal parameter for each algorithm.  

 

3.2.4 DEM accuracy under various canopy cover and terrain slope conditions 

 Once optimum values were found for each method, the resulting DEMs and their RMSE 

with respect to ALS ground points were compared to canopy cover and terrain slope classes 

computed in 25 m × 25 m cells (Figures 3.3-1 and 3.3-2). Terrain slope and canopy cover classes 

were defined using a single stratification across the three study areas from the full ALS point 

clouds and 1 m x 1 m resolution ALS-DEMs respectively. Each grid cell was assigned a mean 

terrain slope and canopy cover value. Traditionally, canopy cover has been defined as fraction of 

points above breast height (1.3 m) (Korhonen et al. 2011) or 2 m (Nilsson 1996). However, an 

increased height threshold of 6 m was chosen due to the abundance of tall stands (>20 m) across 
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all study areas to represent the range of canopy cover classes. Canopy cover and terrain slope 

were defined at the 25 m × 25 m cell level and each divided into six classes across the 

aggregated study areas. The best performing classification method was defined as the algorithm 

which produced DAP-DEMs with RMSE <1.5 over the largest proportional area. The threshold 

of 1.5 m represents approximately 10% of the mean tree height found in the study areas 

according to the field measurements (Section 2.2). Finally, a random forests regression tree 

algorithm was used to model RMSE to estimate the relative influence of terrain slope and canopy 

cover. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Ground classification algorithm sensitivity analysis results 

 Proportion of valid DAP-DEMs generated during the sensitivity analysis were 99.9%, 

94.9% and 91.8% for the PTD, HRI and SMRF methods respectively. In order to isolate a given 

parameter’s relative influence on RMSE (Figure 3.3-4), each parameter was varied across its 

range while the remaining parameters were held constant at the mean of their range. For 

example, the step parameter curve of the PTD method shown in Figure 3.3-4 represents 

algorithm runs where step was employed with values 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, and 25 m with bulge of 

1.1 m, offset of 1.1 m, spike of 1.1 m and ‘fine’ intensity. 
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Figure 3.3-1. Distribution of area-based ALS derived terrain slope and canopy cover per study area A (a,d), B 

(b,e), and C (c,f) defined at 25 m × 25 m cell resolution. 

 

 

Figure 3.3-2. Spatial distribution of the 1 m × 1 m resolution ALS derived slope layer for areas A, B and C 

respectively (a–c), and canopy cover (d–f) defined at 25 m × 25 m cell resolution. 
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Figure 3.3-3. Sensitivity analysis results of ALS ground points vs. DAP DEM surface elevations using ground 

classification methods PTD (a,d,g,j); HRI (b,e,h,k); and SMRF (c,f,i,l). Varied parameter ranges are 

combined in a relative scale. 
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 The PTD step parameter defines the grid-cell size used in designating initial low points 

and therefore had the greatest range in RMSE of any method-parameter combination.  RMSE 

steadily decreased with increasing values of the step parameter while the offset, intensity and 

bulge parameters, in decreasing order, had a far smaller inverse effect on RMSE. The spike 

parameter, designed to remove localized positive vertical spikes in the estimated ground surface, 

had almost no effect on RMSE. The cell parameter of the HRI method influenced RMSE similar 

to that of PTD’s step parameter; however, it reached a minimum RMSE using cell of 17 m. 

Increasing the number of iterations, represented by the iteration parameter, had a relatively 

smaller effect of reducing RMSE. The tolerance parameter yielded lower RMSE when set to the 

minimum tested value of 0.1 m. For the SMRF method, RMSE decreased most from a cell value 

of 1 m to 5 m and continued to decrease until a minimum was reached at a cell value of 17 m 

similar to the HRI method, while the remaining parameters show very little effect on RMSE. 

Optimal parameters for each tested classification method (Table 3.3-1) were found by isolating 

most occurring value within the first percentile of RMSE values for each method while Figure 

3.3-4 shows a sample transect of AAS-DAP ground classification results from study area A. For 

all methods, default parameter values were not found in any of the optimal parameter sets.  
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Table 3.3-1. Optimal parameters found for each ground-classification algorithm tested. 

Method Parameter Optimal Value 

PTD 

step 21 
intensity coarse 

bulge 0.1 
spike 0.1 
offset 0.1 

HRI 

cell 17 
g −2.2 
w 2.25 
a 1.1 
b 4.4 

tolerance 0.1 
iterations 7 

SMRF 

cell 21 
slope 0.05 
scalar 0.75 

threshold 0.1 
window 22 

cut 0 
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Figure 3.3-4. Cross-sectional and top-down views of a 5 m wide transect taken from area A comparing 

ground classification results using optimal parameters of each tested algorithm. AAS-DAP and ALS ground 

classified points are shown in red and blue respectively.  

 

3.3.2 DEM results under various canopy cover and terrain slope 

 Figure 3.3-5 and Figure 3.3-6 show the spatial distribution of DEM RMSE and DEM bias 

respectively across the three study areas. Mean proportion of 25 m cells with RMSE <1.5 m 

across the three study areas was 56.5%, 51.6% and 52.3% for the PTD, HRI and SMRF methods 

respectively while individual study areas had a range from 42.3% to 72.1%. Therefore based on 

the criteria defined in Section 3.2.4, PTD was found to be the best performing method. Mean 
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canopy cover for these areas was 0.67, 0.68 and 0.68 for the PTD, HRI and SMRF methods 

respectively. Large contiguous areas of high RMSE and positive bias existed in areas A and B 

for all three methods where high canopy cover contributed to the inclusion of canopy points in 

the terrain model. Figure 3.3-7 shows the distribution of RMSE across the six stratified classes of 

terrain slope and canopy cover for each study area. The trend of RMSE increasing with both 

canopy cover and terrain slope classes is more pronounced in areas A and B relative to area C 

(Figure 3.3-7). A random forest model of RMSE using optimal parameters of the PTD method 

found the relative variable importance of canopy cover to be approximately three times that of 

terrain slope.  
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Figure 3.3-5. Spatial distribution of the ALS vs. DAP-DEM RMSE averaged using 25 × 25 m cells for the 

three study areas A, B and C and ground classification methods PTD, HRI and SMRF. 
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Figure 3.3-6. Spatial distribution of the ALS vs. DAP-DEM bias averaged using 25 × 25 m cells for the three 

study areas A, B and C and ground classification methods PTD, HRI and SMRF. 
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Figure 3.3-7. DEM RMSE vs. stratified classes of terrain slope and canopy cover for the three study areas (A, 

B and C) and ground classification algorithms tested (PTD, HRI and SMRF) and their respective optimal 

parameterizations found in Section 3.1. The strata combining terrain slope class 6 and canopy cover class 1 

was not represented in area B an is denoted by the white square. 
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3.4  Discussion 

 This chapter examined the achievable terrain-modelling accuracy of a low-cost AAS-

DAP data acquisition. Optimal parameters of three ground classification algorithms, designed for 

ALS point clouds, were determined using a sensitivity analysis and the variation in terrain-

modelling accuracy was analyzed across local terrain slope and canopy cover conditions. It 

should be acknowledged that the ALS ground points used as the reference are subject to errors as 

stated in Section 1.2, therefore compounding errors associated with the DAP-DEM. The use of 

survey grade reference ground points such as in (Hodgson and Bresnahan 2004) is ideal; 

however, the equipment and time spent in the field are costly. Therefore the centimeter precision 

of modern ALS data (Davenport, Holden, and Gurney 2004; Hodgson and Bresnahan 2004) and 

the relatively larger errors associated with DAP-DEM in forested environments warrant the use 

of ALS ground points as reference and has been carried out by (Goodbody, Coops, Hermosilla, 

Tompalski, and Pelletier 2018). 

 Optimal parameter values for each method differed from the default algorithm values 

indicating that forested environments, may require a unique set of parameter values to produce 

an accurate DAP-DEM. The step, cell and cell parameters of the PTD, HRI and SMRF methods 

respectively specify the two-dimensional footprint for the initial search for ground points and 

had the greatest influence on DEM RMSE. Given the many ground classification algorithms that 

employ this fundamental step (Axelsson 1999, 2000; Keqi Zhang et al. 2003; Kraus and Pfeifer 

1998; Pingel, Clarke, and Mcbride 2013; W. Zhang et al. 2016), the agreement between optimal 

step, cell and cell values of ~20 m indicate an initial search resolution likely appropriate for 

conifer stands of the ICH and SBS BEC zones.  
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 Following the sensitivity analysis, errors of the DAP-DEMs generated employing optimal 

parameters were compared to stratified classes of terrain slope and canopy cover derived from 

ALS point-clouds. The relative importance of canopy cover was found to be approximately three 

times that of terrain slope when using optimal parameters of the best performing PTD 

classification method. Although it appears that further increases in the PTD step parameter may 

reduce RMSE according to Figure 3.3-4, the optimal step value was found to be 21 m rather than 

the maximum tested value of 25 m according to the criteria outlined in Section 3.2.3.  

 The analysis found that 57% of the terrain was modeled with an RMSE <1.5 m. With this, 

assuming a mean tree height of 15 m, DEM error may contribute an error of 10% or less in these 

areas. Similar to this chapter’s findings, Iizuka et al. (2018) generated terrain models within a 

forested environment from a AAS-DAP point cloud and found normalized tree heights to be 

estimated with a minimum RMSE of 1.712 m. Similarly, Guerra-Hernández et al. (2018) 

estimated tree heights with RMSE of 1.82 m using a AAS-DAP point cloud normalized by an 

ALS-DEM. In another comparison, (Goodbody, Coops, Hermosilla, Tompalski, and Pelletier 

2018) were able to produce DAP derived ground models within low cover deciduous forests 

where the mean error reported was 0.01 m with a standard deviation of 0.14 m. While the results 

show a significant portion of the terrain was modeled adequately, large errors (>10 m) persist in 

areas of high canopy cover >0.8. These are areas where DAP was unable to register ground in 

areas larger than the defined initial search extent of the ground classification algorithms. In these 

areas, the algorithm misclassifies a fraction of canopy points as ground leading to a large over 

estimation in terrain elevation. Similar to results from this chapter, Guerra-Hernández et al. 

(2018) report terrain height overestimation of >±2.0 m in areas of where slope was >20% and 
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canopy cover >60%. Nevertheless, this chapter finds that there is potential for operationally 

acceptable DAP-DEM derivation where mean canopy cover is lower than around 0.7.  
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Chapter 4:  Effect of Ground Surface Interpolation Methods on the Accuracy 

of Forest Attribute Modelling using Autonomous Aerial Systems-based Digital 

Aerial Photogrammetry 

 

4.1 Introduction  

 In Chapter 3, an analysis was conducted to gather optimal ground classification 

results from the AAS-DAP point cloud. This was done to establish a terrain surface from 

which metrics that quantify the vertical distribution of points can be used to model forest 

attributes. Stand-level height and stem volume can be modelled using a combination of 

existing species-specific allometric growth models and the area-based approach (ABA) (S 

Magnussen and Boudewyn 2011; Vastaranta et al. 2012; Tompalski et al. 2015; Tuominen et 

al. 2015; Goodbody et al. 2017; Tompalski et al. 2018). Structural metrics derived from 

point clouds and subsequent modelling efforts are critically dependent on underlying terrain 

models used to normalize heights of vegetation objects (Bater and Coops 2009). To generate 

a terrain surface from point-cloud data, first a subset of points must be classified as ground 

from which a continuous surface is interpolated. The numerous existing algorithms designed 

to carry out each of these individual steps introduces a significant challenge DEM 

optimization given unique forest stand characteristics. Relative to ALS, image-based DAP 

point clouds are susceptible to occlusion by the forest canopy rendering terrain difficult to 

model. As a result, 3D points normalized by the terrain will likely be inaccurate, which in 

turn will have an impact on deriving the metrics necessary for modelling forest attributes. 
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Figure 4.1-1. DAP ground points classified using PTD and ALS ground points colourized by the surface 

density of points derived from a 10 m search radius for study area A. 

 In order to assess the effects of different interpolation routines, a single ground-

point classification using PTD (Figure 4.1-1), identified as ideal for the environment in 

Chapter 3 (Graham et al. 2019), was used as input for multiple common interpolation 

methods to derive a range of continuous terrain surfaces from AAS-DAP. Second, terrain 

models were used to normalize the heights of the AAS-DAP point-clouds and calculate 

structural metrics commonly used in ABA estimates of forest inventory. Third, a stepwise 

selection approach was employed to model mean tree height (Hmean), Lorey’s height (HLorey) 

and stem volume per hectare (Vstem) based on the AAS-DAP structural metrics. The results 
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from this chapter are important in highlighting the influence of terrain surface interpolation 

and can potentially improve results of forest attribute modelling from AAS-DAP. 

4.2 Methods 

 A flow diagram of the processing workflow is shown in Figure 4.2-1 and consists of 6 

steps: 1) photogrammetric processing, 2) georeferencing, 3) ground classification and DEM 

surface interpolation, 4) forest metric generation, 5) stepwise model selection and 6) model error 

assessments. Steps 1 and 2 are outlined in Chapter 2 while steps 3-6 are detailed below. 
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Figure 4.2-1. Schematic workflow for assessing the accuracy of forest attribute modelling against terrain 

surface modelling. 
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4.2.1 DEM Interpolation 

 

 Regular grid elevations and TINs are two dominant methods of representing terrain 

surfaces (Hutchinson and Gallant 1999; Ali and Mehrabian 2009). Surface interpolation methods 

can be broadly categorized as exact or inexact methods where surfaces are respectively either fit 

through every data point or a trend surface (Maguya, Junttila, and Kauranne 2013). Inexact 

methods of interpolation were not included as their increased complexity does not necessarily 

improve results (Bater and Coops 2009). In addition, the preservation of the input ground-point 

elevations in the continuous terrain model is desirable, given that the optimal ground points were 

identified through a sensitivity analysis (Graham et al. 2019). The selection of interpolation 

methods tested in this chapter is influenced by the predominance of terrain modelling studies 

using ALS data. In this analysis, four exact methods of surface interpolation were tested and are 

detailed in Table 4.2-1: TIN, inverse-distance weighted (IDW), natural neighbour (NATN), and 

spline with tension (SPLT). These interpolation methods were then used to define continuous 

gridded elevation values. 

 TIN-based interpolation is adaptable to a range of terrain structures and varying data 

densities, and is therefore commonly implemented (Yunfei et al. 2002; Aschoff, Thies, and 

Spiecker 2004; Wallace et al. 2016; Stereńczak et al. 2016); however, capacity to characterize 

curved and sloped terrain can be limited in some cases (Hutchinson and Gallant 1999). TIN 

surfaces can be more efficient than grid-based surfaces by varying the density of points needed 

based on the ruggedness of the terrain (Ali and Mehrabian 2009). As a result of the applicability 

of TINs in terrain modelling from ALS data, significant computational efficiencies were 
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introduced to TIN-derived raster DEM generation. One example is TIN streaming and is the 

minimization of data transfer between disk and memory where finalized triangles are written to 

disk in subsets at each algorithm iteration (Isenburg et al. 2006). K-nearest neighbour IDW is 

another commonly used point cloud terrain surface interpolation method (Ben-Arie et al. 2009; 

Maguya, Junttila, and Kauranne 2013; Razak et al. 2013; Montealegre, Lamelas, and De La Riva 

2015b). Values at interpolated locations are determined using k number of nearest data points 

which influence the estimation based on proximity. Montealegre et al. (2015b) tested six 

interpolation methods and found that IDW generated the most accurate ALS-DEMs in terms of 

mean-absolute-error at both 1 and 2 m resolutions. NATN is a data dependent, parameter-free 

interpolation routine based on Voronoi tessellation of points and is therefore widely applicable 

and simple to implement (Sibson 1981). Values at the interpolated point locations are assigned 

based on changes in area to the new tessellation when including the interpolated point location 

(Razak et al. 2013). SPLT fits a surface of minimized curvature with the ability to model acute 

changes in elevation such as ridges and streams (Razak et al. 2013) and is also simple to 

parameterize (Mitásova and Mitás 1993). The tension parameter of SPLT controls the degree of 

curvature allowed in the interpolated surface where larger values yield more gradual curves in 

the surface (Godone and Garnero 2013).  
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Table 4.2-1. Summary of DEM surface interpolation routines used on the DAP ground points 

4.2.2 Metric generation for height and volume modelling 

 To generate structural forest metrics, the DAP point cloud elevations were normalized 

using each of the four DEM surface interpolation methods (TIN, IDW, NATN, and SPLT). 

Following height normalization, metrics were generated for each cell of a 25 m resolution 

regular grid. Similar to (Bouvier et al. 2015; Tompalski et al. 2015; Goodbody et al. 2016), 

predictor metrics describing the vertical distribution of the point cloud in each cell were divided 

into three categories: height-based, cover-based and vertical variability-based. Metrics used as 

input to the model selection process are detailed in Table 4.2-2. 

 

 

 

Method Name  Acronym Key Parameters References Software 

Triangulated Irregular 
Network TIN Delaunay Triangulation (Isenburg et al. 2006) LASTools 

K-Nearest Neighbour 
Inverse Distance 

Weighting 
IDW 

Number of nearest 
neighbours (k) = 10                                                                

Power for inverse-distance 
weighting (p) = 2 

 R 

Natural Neighbour NATN   (Sibson 1981) ArcGIS  

Spline with Tension SPLT Tension weight (w) = 0.1 (Franke 1982) ArcGIS  
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Table 4.2-2. Structural metrics used as independent variables for modelling forest attributes. 

Metric 
Type 

Metric 
Abbreviation Description 

Height 

p50 50th percentile of point heights above ground 

p75 75th percentile of point heights above ground 

p90 90th percentile of point heights above ground 

max Maximum point height above ground 

Cover 

frc2 Fraction of points > 2m above ground 

frc6 Fraction of points > 6m above ground 

frc10 Fraction of points > 10m above ground 

frcMean Fraction of points > mean height above ground 

Variance 
sd Standard deviation of point heights above ground 

cv Coefficient of variation of point heights above ground 
 

 Ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression models were developed between field 

measurements and metrics derived from the vertical distribution of DAP point clouds to 

perform ABA estimations of stem volume and tree height. To include the potential 

predictive contribution of each metric type (Table 4.2-2), combinations of independent 

variables were tested using a bidirectional stepwise selection method based on AIC. For 

each dependent variable and terrain surface, the model selection process permitted ≤3 

independent variables, one from each metric type. A threshold Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient of >0.75 was used to eliminate collinear independent variables. As a result, 32 

models were generated for each dependent variable and terrain surface, from which the best 

performing model was determined by the lowest AIC value. It has been shown that biomass 

and volume are best represented with multiplicative power models (Means et al. 1999; 
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Ketterings et al. 2001; Hollaus et al. 2007; Tompalski et al. 2015); therefore, logarithmic 

transformations applied to both independent and dependent variables were also tested in the 

stepwise selection process. To account for the systematic bias introduced by log 

transformation, predictions from the back-transformed models were multiplied by a bias 

correction factor (BCF) (Sprugel 1983) based on the standard error estimate (SEE) and is 

calculated as: 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =  �
∑ (log(𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖) − log(𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖))2𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑁𝑁 − 𝑝𝑝
 

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = exp (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅2/2) 

where obs and pred are the field measured and predicted forest attribute values respectively, 

N is the number of plots and p is the number of predictor variables. Models with the lowest 

AIC values were selected as best performing models and used to generate wall-to-wall ABA 

prediction grids for Hmean, HLorey and Vstem. Comparison of AIC values between linear and 

log-transformed models was carried out according to (Akaike, 2006, p. 224). To quantify 

differences in modelling results between the DAP-DEM terrain surfaces, a Kruskal-Wallis 

with Dunn’s posthoc test was conducted to test if the predicted height and stem volume 

values were significantly different depending on the terrain surface used. In addition, 95% 

confidence intervals using a t-distribution around each model coefficient were calculated 

and compared.  

(2) 
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4.3 Results 

 Overall, there were only small variations in the metric distributions between the DAP-

DEM surface interpolation routines (Figure 4.3-1). In comparison to using the ALS-DEM for 

height normalization, the value of the p90 height metric were overestimated between 15 and 25 

m and underestimated at values above 25 m. The distribution of height metrics generated using 

the IDW surface interpolation method and DAP ground points showed the least deviation from 

the metrics generated using the ALS-DEM. Fractional cover metrics yielded the largest 

discrepancy between the ALS and DAP height normalization methods where the ALS derived 

metric was more left-skewed. Increases in the height threshold used to define percent cover 

yielded better agreement between the DAP and ALS derived cover metric distributions. 

Distributions of metrics frcMean and sd derived from the IDW surface showed the least 

deviation from those derived from the ALS. 
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Figure 4.3-1. Absolute and relative frequency distributions of DAP Point-cloud metrics selected for modelling 
forest attributes using Gaussian kernel density estimation. Curves represent metrics derived from different 
terrain surfaces used for point cloud height normalization. Frequencies relative to metrics derived from 
height normalization using the ALS-DEM are also shown. 
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 For all dependent forest variables, log-log transformed models outperformed linear 

models according to the stepwise selection process based on AIC (Table 4.3-1). With the 

exception of the ALS-DEM, Hmean was modelled using only the max height metrics while cover 

and variance were more prevalent among models for HLorey and Vstem. The models using ALS-

DEM normalized point cloud structural metrics had consistently higher adjusted R2 and lower 

AIC and RMSE compared to those from the four different DAP-DEM surfaces. The mean 

RMSE using DAP-DEM surfaces for forest attributes Hmean, HLorey and Vstem were respectively 

7.29%, 5.04% and 26.66%. Among the models using metrics derived from DAP-DEMs, TIN had 

the lowest AIC and RMSE for Hmean and HLorey while performance of selected models for Vstem 

were nearly identical with the exception of IDW, which had reduced relative performance based 

on AIC, adjusted R2 and RMSE.  
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Table 4.3-1. Parameters for best performing models based on AIC values for each DAP-DEM, ALS-DEM, and field metric. Best performing models per 

DAP-DEM terrain surface are in bold. All models represent the log-log forms. *p < 0.05. **p < 0.01. ***p < 0.001. 

DEM 
Surface 
Method 

Predicted 
Attribute 

Height 
Metric Coef. Cover 

Metric Coef. Variance 
Metric Coef. AIC Adjusted 

R2 
RMSE 

% 
RMSE  

(m, m3ha-1) 

ALS 

Hmean 

max*** 1.05 frc2* -0.13 sd -0.07 -10.61 0.96 4.43 0.73 
IDW max*** 0.93     -0.51 0.87 7.63 1.24 

NATN max*** 1.01  
 

   -1.48 0.88 7.20 1.17 
SPLT max*** 0.95  

 
   -0.34 0.88 7.42 1.21 

TIN max*** 0.98  
 

   -2.61 0.89 6.91 1.13 
ALS 

HLorey 

max*** 1.15 frc2*** -0.13   -20.09 0.98 3.24 0.59 
IDW max*** 1.10 frc2 -0.08   -7.75 0.96 4.89 0.89 

NATN max*** 1.17 frcMean* -0.12   -5.89 0.94 5.52 1.00 
SPLT max*** 1.09 frcMean -0.11   -5.35 0.95 5.21 0.95 
TIN max*** 1.09 frcMean -0.10 sd 0.08 -8.82 0.96 4.54 0.82 
ALS 

Vstem 

p90*** 1.92 frcMean -0.37   50.34 0.90 19.15 41.04 
IDW p90*** 1.96     70.16 0.79 29.14 59.62 

NATN p90*** 2.69 frc2 -0.51 sd 0.80 70.33 0.84 25.71 52.62 
SPLT p90*** 2.05     68.28 0.84 25.99 53.19 
TIN p90*** 2.70 frc2 -0.50 sd 0.13 70.00 0.84 25.79 52.77 
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Figure 4.3-2. One to one scatter plots of modelled predicted against observed plot level forest attributes.
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Figure 4.3-3. Boxplots displaying the distribution of predicted forest attributes (a-c) according to the models 

in Table 4. Prediction groups which share the same letter are not significantly different according to the 

Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s posthoc test. 

 

 The distribution of predicted forest attribute values seen in Figure 4.3-3 were similar 

across the terrain surface interpolation methods, however the mean of predictions using the ALS-

DEM were lower than those from DAP-DEMs for all three dependent variables. A Kruskal-

Wallis with Dunn’s posthoc test found no significant difference between the groups of 

predictions for all three dependent variables at α = 0.05.
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Table 4.3-2. Parameters for models which match predictor variables included in the best performing found in Table 4.3-1. All models shown represent 

the log-log transformed model form and models with changed predictor variables with respect to Table 4.3-1 are shown in bold. *p < 0.05. **p < 0.01. 

***p < 0.001. 

 

 Models for which independent variables differ between Table 4.3-1 and Table 4.2-2 show small increases and decreases in 

AIC and adjusted R2 respectively. The mean difference in AIC and adjusted R2 for these models was respectively 2.27 and -0.01 while 

the associated mean increases in %RMSE was 0.67 %. The largest increase in AIC was 3.00 in the model difference for Hmean using  

DEM 
Surface 
Method 

Predicted 
Attribute 

Height 
Metric 

Coef. Cover 
Metric 

Coef. Variance 
Metric 

Coef. AIC Adjusted 
R2 

RMSE 
% 

RMSE  
(m, m3ha-1) 

ALS 

Hmean 

max*** 1.05 frc2* -0.13 sd -0.07 -10.61 0.96 4.43 0.73 
IDW max*** 0.95 frc2 -0.05 sd 0.03 1.88 0.87 7.60 1.24 

NATN max*** 1.06 frc2 -0.05 sd 0.00 1.30 0.89 7.10 1.16 
SPLT max*** 0.98 frc2 -0.05 sd 0.01 2.66 0.88 7.41 1.21 
TIN max*** 1.01 frc2 -0.05 sd 0.01 0.07 0.89 6.84 1.12 
ALS 

HLorey 

max*** 1.05 frc2*** -0.13 

  

-20.09 0.98 3.24 0.59 
IDW max*** 1.15 frc2 -0.13 -7.75 0.96 4.89 0.89 

NATN max*** 1.10 frc2 -0.08 -3.46 0.93 5.96 1.08 
SPLT max*** 1.18 frc2 -0.07 -4.09 0.95 5.21 0.94 
TIN max*** 1.12 frc2 -0.07 -6.65 0.95 5.06 0.92 
ALS 

Vstem 

p90*** 1.14 frcMean -0.07 

  

50.34 0.90 19.15 41.04 
IDW p90*** 1.15 frcMean -0.13 72.12 0.79 29.45 60.27 

NATN p90*** 1.92 frcMean -0.37 72.60 0.79 29.44 60.25 
SPLT p90*** 1.98 frcMean -0.07 70.23 0.84 26.00 53.20 
TIN p90*** 2.13 frcMean -0.11 72.09 0.80 28.37 58.05 
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the SPLT DAP-DEM. Models for Hmean had an average reduction in %RMSE of -0.05% when 

adding both cover and variance metrics in the model. 

  

 

Figure 4.3-4. Absolute and relative frequency distributions of forest attributes predicted using Table 5 

visualized with Gaussian kernel density estimation. Curves represent metrics derived from different terrain 

surfaces used for point cloud height normalization. Frequencies relative to metrics derived from height 

normalization using the ALS-DEM are also shown. 
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 The absolute and relative frequencies of the all three forest attribute predictions (Figure 

4.3-4) show that relative to the ALS-DEM, predictions using DAP-DEMs tended to overestimate 

the higher values. In particular, the NATN method is consistently the furthest from the ALS 

based predictions for both Hmean and HLorey, while predictions based on the IDW method are 

closest. 

 

Figure 4.3-5. Whisker plots displaying the 95% confidence interval of the model coefficients from Table 5 for 

Hmean and HLorey and Vstem coefficients from Table 4. 

 

 Confidence intervals of coefficients derived from models using ALS-DEM normalization 

have consistently narrower ranges than those using DAP-DEM normalization (Figure 4.3-5); 

however, complete overlap in the interval ranges is observed for between DAP- and ALS-DEM 
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derived model coefficients with the exception of the cover metric involved in the Hmean and 

HLorey models.  

 

 

Figure 4.3-6. Area based forest attribute predictions of Hmean, HLorey, and Vstem for each terrain surface  

using 25 m x 25 m cells in area C.  
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Figure 4.3-7. Differences between the ALS-DEM and DAP-DEM normalized area-based forest attribute 

predictions using a 25 x 25 m cell size and each of the tested DAP-DEM interpolation methods using Hmean, 

HLorey, and Vstem models from Table 4.3-2. 
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4.4 Discussion 

 Of the interpolation methods tested to generate terrain surfaces from DAP point clouds, 

there was not a consistent method which outperformed the others when compared to the ALS-

DEM derived models; however, the frequency distribution of predictions derived from the IDW 

DAP-DEM were appear to be closest to those derived using the ALS-DEM according to Figure 

4.3-4 and aligns with findings from (Montealegre, Lamelas, and De La Riva 2015b). Given the 

small variation in the forest attribute modelling accuracies across the interpolation methods used 

to generate DAP-DEMs, the processing time may become a limiting factor when choosing 

between the methods, especially when considering either larger areas or higher DAP point-cloud 

densities. The respective cumulative times to conduct DEM generation for the three flight areas 

per interpolation method were 0.22, 0.76, 0.36 and 0.04 hours for IDW, NATN, SPL and TIN 

respectively.  

 Point-cloud structural metric generation from DAP terrain models showed that height 

metrics were overestimated from low to moderate stand heights (~15-30m) and underestimated 

in tall stands (>30m) in comparison to those derived using the ALS-DEM. A likely explanation 

for this result is that within shorter forest stands, DAP point-clouds have greater ability to model 

the terrain surface compared to areas with taller stands, given similar stem densities, due to less 

aboveground biomass. Therefore, DAP terrain models within tall stands have a tendency to 

overestimate the terrain elevation compared to the ALS-DEM as noted by the positive 

relationship shown below in Figure 4.4-1. Fractional cover metric distribution discrepancies 

between DAP and ALS terrain surface normalization may likely be explained by a small 

proportion of cells where terrain was considerably overestimated, therefore leading to an 
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underestimation of high cover cells using DAP terrain normalization. Predictions of height and 

volume derived from these metrics showed and inverse relationship where taller stands tended to 

be overestimated by using terrain surfaces from DAP relative to ALS and may be a result of 

over-compensation by the model fit.   

 

Figure 4.4-1. Residual between the ALS-DEM and DAP-DEM using TIN interpolation as a function of the 

90th percentile of height derived from the ALS point cloud with regression line.  

 The best performing forest attribute models for Hmean, HLorey and Vstem using DAP-DEMs 

yielded mean RMSE values of 1.19 m (7.29%), 0.92 m (5.04%) and 54.55 m3·ha-1 (26.66%) 

respectively across the four DAP-DEM surfaces tested. Model performance was higher when 

using the ALS-DEM for point cloud height normalization with RMSE values of 0.73 m (4.43%), 

0.59 m (3.24%) and 37.31 m (18.24%). Stem volume model performance was considerably 
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lower than mean height and Lorey’s height and is likely due to the reliance on species-specific 

allometric equations and therefore an additional compounding source of error. Similarly, Puliti et 

al. (2015) found RMSE values for HLorey and Vstem of 1.4 m and 38.3 m3·ha-1 respectively when 

using metrics from a AAS-DAP point cloud normalized by an ALS-DEM within conifer stands 

of south-eastern Norway. Furthermore, Krause et al. (2019) modelled tree height with an RMSE 

value of 0.48 m (2.78%) using a DEM derived from field measured control points within a Scots 

Pine plantation. The close agreement between forest attribute modelling accuracies found in this 

chapter and those found in the aforementioned studies highlights the predictive capacity for 

metrics derived from point clouds normalized by DAP-DEM surfaces. Lastly, an entirely nadir 

image network was tested in this thesis; however, Wallace et al. (2019) report that composite 

network consisting of nadir and oblique imagery can reduce DEM RMSE by up to 11 cm, 

presenting the potential for further improvements in forest attribute modelling using point clouds 

normalized by DAP-DEM surfaces 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

 Chapter 3 demonstrated the current capacity of low-cost AAS-DAP terrain modelling 

results within the interior forests of central BC. It was found that DEMs derived from AAS-DAP 

point clouds using existing ALS ground classification algorithms are comparable to ALS derived 

DEMs in a limited capacity largely due to the lack of ground points registered using DAP under 

dense forest canopies as well as canopy points incorrectly classified as ground. Of the ground 

classification methods tested, PTD was able to model terrain accurately over a marginally larger 

area than HRI and SMRF methods. Subsequently, the expectation was confirmed that DAP-

DEM error is largely influenced by a combination of terrain slope and canopy cover and that 

canopy cover is more influential on error than terrain slope.  

 Chapter 4 evaluated the ABA forest attribute modelling capacity of a consumer-grade 

optical imaging AA. A well-established modelling approach using ALS point clouds which relies 

on the derivation of a continuous terrain surface was performed using AAS-DAP data. By testing 

four interpolation methods to derive continuous terrain surfaces from the DAP point-cloud, it 

was found that Hmean, HLorey and Vstem were modelled with accuracies lower yet comparable to 

those using an ALS-DEM. Between the AAS-DAP DEM interpolation methods used, a 

consistent leader was not established based on the model parameters and no significant 

difference was between the distribution of predictions. Nevertheless, I confirm that forest height 

and stem volume can be predicted with reasonable accuracy using an ABA commonly employed 

on ALS data.  
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5.1 Key findings 

 Timely, accurate forest inventories informed by remotely sensed data can be used 

towards optimizing the value of forest resources (Woods et al. 2011; Holopainen et al. 2014). 

Recent advances in laser scanning and photogrammetric reconstruction technologies provide 3D 

point cloud data products with the ability to register forest structure. ALS datasets are 

commercially established means of describing forest structure at large spatial scales (White, 

Wulder, Varhola, et al. 2013); however, the associated acquisition costs are high, limiting the 

average revisit time to approximately 10 years (White, Wulder, Vastaranta, et al. 2013). More 

frequent data are often needed for supply-chain optimization desirable for commercial harvesting 

(Goodbody et al. 2017) or for rapid changes to forest structure such as disturbance/harvest and 

proceeding successional regeneration (Goodbody, Coops, Hermosilla, Tompalski, and Crawford 

2018). These forest-related applications may be most effectively monitored using AAS-DAP, 

especially for fine-scale applications.  

 The principal objective of this thesis was to analyze the capacity for AAS-DAP to 

generate an operational inventory of a conifer forest in interior BC, Canada. Using the ABA to 

model forest attributes, gathering predictive structural metrics from point-cloud data requires a 

continuous terrain surface to establish vegetation heights above ground (Næsset 2002). In 

Chapter 3, using commercially provided ALS ground points as reference, a sensitivity analysis of 

three algorithms designed for the ground classification of ALS data was conducted on the AAS-

DAP point-cloud. Using optimal AAS-DAP ground points established in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 

investigated the influence of common interpolation methods for deriving a continuous terrain 
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surface. Predictive models for Hmean, HLorey and Vstem were then developed using structural point-

cloud metrics calculated from the range of generated terrain surfaces. 

 

5.1.1 AAS-DAP terrain model optimization  

 The ground classification of ALS point-clouds has been extensively researched resulting 

in both proprietary and open-source algorithm implementations. Therefore, three algorithms 

designed for terrain-point classification of ALS points were applied to AAS-DAP point-clouds. 

The distribution of DAP-DEM errors were compared to stratified classes of canopy cover and 

terrain slope defined by the ALS data set.  

• The effect of algorithm parameters for ground classification of AAS-DAP points was 

demonstrated. This serves as a platform from which ideal algorithm parameters can be 

more easily estimated for future data acquisitions. 

• Using three ground classification algorithms, ~40 - 70% of the study areas was 

characterized by DAP-DEM RMSE of <1.5 m; however, isolated areas with RMSE and 

BIAS values > 10 m are present even when using optimal parameters due to the inclusion 

of canopy points in the ground classification. 

• Using the leading algorithm, 56% of the aggregated study area terrain was modeled with 

RMSE <1.5 m 

• Canopy cover was found to be approximately three times more influential on DAP-DEM 

RMSE than terrain slope  
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5.1.2 Influence of terrain surface interpolation on forest inventory estimation 

 The modelling of forest attributes to produce an operational forest inventory has been 

extensively explored using ALS data. Chapter 4 of this thesis explored the transferability of these 

methods to the AAS-DAP platform. This method relies on establishing a terrain surface for the 

height normalization of forest elements. Using an optimal set of ground points established in 

Chapter 3, common surface interpolation methods were implemented to produce a range of final 

terrain products from AAS-DAP.  

• Using only DAP point cloud, predictive models for forest attributes Hmean, HLorey and 

Vstem had mean RMSE values 1.19 m (7.29%), 0.92 m (5.04%) and 54.55 m3·ha-1 

(26.66%) respectively among the four DAP-DEM interpolation methods used. 

• Forest attribute modelling accuracies were consistently higher by a small amount when 

using the ALS-DEM to normalize point-cloud vegetation heights.  

• Between the four terrain surfaces derived from DAP and one from ALS, no statistically 

significant difference was found between model parameter coefficients or distributions of 

wall-to-wall predictions for Hmean, HLorey and Vstem; however, the IDW interpolation 

method produced predictions most similar to those from the ALS-DEM 

 

5.2 Implications  

 This research demonstrates that dense point clouds generated from consumer grade AAS-

DAP hold potential in conducting both terrain reconstruction and subsequent operational forest 

inventories over the study area. Despite some limitations (Section 5.4), operationally useful 
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terrain models were generated from DAP point clouds for large portions of the study site. 

Though RMSE >10 m was found in certain areas of the AAS-DAP terrain models over dense 

forest canopies, resulting area-based structural point-cloud metrics were used to predict plot-

level forest attributes with errors comparable to predictions developed using ALS terrain models. 

The findings presented here highlight the utility of AAS-DAP as a tool for performing timely, 

cost-effective forest inventories at the forest stand level.  

 The range of forest conditions found within the chosen AFRF study area are typical of 

BC’s ICH and SBS BEC zones, which account for 17% of total provincial land mass 

(“Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) Map” 2018). As previously mentioned, the 

AFRF study areas were disturbed by wildfire in the months prior to image acquisition, 

potentially reducing canopy foliage and therefore ground occlusion, providing the opportunity 

for a case study unique to stands disturbed by wildfire. Given recent catastrophic forest 

disturbances from the mountain pine beetle and wildfire across BC, there is a demand from forest 

managers for the timely collection of structural information in disturbed forests. For the many 

forest-related natural resource management agencies around the province, the relatively low cost 

of AAS deployment compared to ALS opens new possibilities for such data collection. Findings 

from this thesis are specific to the AFRF Gavin Lake Block; however, results have been shown 

to improve in relatively more open forest stands and less complex topography (Jensen and 

Mathews 2016). Therefore, this thesis provides insight into the feasibility of AAS-DAP derived 

forest inventories over boreal and temperate forest biomes, which respectively account for 24.2% 

and 21.8% of global forests (Crowther et al. 2015).  
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5.3 Operational outcomes 

 Based on findings presented in this thesis, I make key operational recommendations for 

using AAS-DAP for forest inventory applications. Due to the inability for ground classification 

algorithms to remove all canopy points within dense canopy cover in Chapter 3, terrain models 

built from AAS-DAP require careful manual inspection or validation against an independently 

verified terrain data source where possible. In order to maximize the utility of ground 

classification algorithms, the optimal parameters are likely to vary, even among different conifer 

forests. Nevertheless, the agreement between step, cell and cell values of ~20 m for PTD, HRI 

and SMRF algorithms found in Chapter 3 indicate an initial search resolution likely appropriate 

for conifer stands of the ICH and SBS BEC zones. Additionally, only small differences were 

found in performance between the proprietary PTD and open-source HRI and SMRF methods. In 

particular, ground classifications using the SMRF algorithm were least sensitive to changes in 

parameter values and therefore, may have similar performance in different conifer environments. 

  Chapter 4 demonstrated that structural point-cloud metrics can be used to develop 

models for forest attributes Hmean, HLorey and Vstem summarized at the plot-level from field-

measured tree height and DBH. It is recommended that plots are distributed using a stratified 

random sampling technique using a priori knowledge of forest structure (Corona and Fattorini 

2008). Results from Chapter 4 show that height attributes were predicted with higher accuracies 

using less complex models than those for stem volume. The differences in stem volume 

predictions derived from ALS and AAS-DAP terrain surfaces shows that a relatively large 

variation in predictions can exist. Therefore, stem volume models may be enhanced with the 

incorporation of spectral metrics. Given that there were no significant differences found between 
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predictions from different DAP-DEM interpolated surfaces, the TIN interpolation method is 

recommended given its relatively faster processing speed.  

 This thesis is a result of collaboration between the University of British Columbia 

Faculty of Forestry and FYBR Solutions Inc. and exemplifies the transfer of technology from 

academia into commercial operations. This partnership hopes to serve as a template for future 

research collaborations. In addition to the analyses presented in Chapters 3 & 4, research 

innovations provided to FYBR Solutions Inc. include a sampling framework for testing AAS-

DAP ground classification performance over a range of landscape types and an automated 

method to register multi-temporal point-cloud entities. As the capabilities of consumer-grade 

AAS-DAP platforms and processing techniques increases, this thesis serves as a benchmark for 

future research. 

5.4 Limitations 

 There are a few notable limitations of the AAS platform for forest inventory analysis 

which factored into this study. As previously mentioned, limitations of the current consumer-

grade AAS-DAP platform used in this thesis are the spatial coverage, georeferencing accuracy 

and susceptibility to occlusion. The maximum spatial coverage of any remote sensing platform 

changes with altitude and is inversely proportional to spatial resolution. In this thesis, images 

were acquired over ~300 ha in three days of flight resulting in an average point cloud density of 

95 points/m2 and GSD of 5 cm. Of the DAP acquisition parameters, flying altitude was restricted 

by local regulations to 122 m AGL while flight speed was restricted by the rate at which images 

are written to disk (5 Mb/s) and the desired image capture interval. In addition, there was a need 

to relocate the take-off point multiple times to maintain visual line of sight with the AAS. In 
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comparison to a flat study site, terrain following the mountainous topography of the AFRF 

required additional power to climb and descend reducing the efficiency of each flight. Up to 

eight readily charged batteries and corresponding takeoffs and landings were necessary in order 

to replace the battery. Lastly, there was further potential to optimize flights for hours with 

acceptable lighting conditions. As result of these restrictions and logistical shortcomings, ~100 

ha was captured per day of flight was acquired in this case study. Therefore, it should be noted, 

that given these acquisition conditions, the realizable spatial coverage of consumer grade AAS-

DAP could have been significantly enhanced. 

 This thesis assumes the canopy cover and terrain slope derived from ALS acquired in 

2008 are adequate descriptions for analysis with DAP data acquired in 2017. A degree of change 

to forest structure between the acquisitions should be acknowledged. Therefore, a smaller 

temporal gap may have enhanced the relationship between canopy cover and the RMSE in 

Chapter 3. Georeferencing accuracy of AAS-DAP depends on the on-board GPS capability of 

the platform as well as remotely detected registration with GCPs measured in the field. The 

precision of GPS point measurement is known to be reduced within coniferous forests (Deckert 

and Bolstad 1996; Næsset 1999; Reutebuch et al. 2003). Therefore the error of GCP locations in 

complex forested terrain, such as in this region, may have reduced the agreement between DAP-

DEMs and ALS points and therefore inflated RMSE. Tomaštík et al. (2017) tested of a range of 

GCP configurations using a total station in three ~1 ha plots situated in flat, open canopy forests 

and report a mean vertical RMSE of ~0.1 m. Similarly, Jensen and Mathews (Jensen and 

Mathews 2016) used eight GCP over ~15 ha where the landscape transitioned from savannah to 

closed canopy woodlands and found a mean estimated error of <0.15 m. Given these 
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comparisons, future analyses involving the fusion of AAS-DAP and ancillary spatial data over 

relatively dense conifer forests requires a more precise direct or indirect georeferencing method 

for AAS-DAP point clouds to achieve similar accuracies. 

5.5 Future Research 

 Future research should be conducted towards optimizing the utility of AAS-DAP in a 

range of forest-related applications. The majority of studies to date which investigate the use of 

AAS-DAP are conducted in urban environments (Z. Zhang et al. 2018), open forests (Jensen and 

Mathews 2016) or plantations (Guerra-Hernández et al. 2018). Considering that a large portion 

of global forest resources are complex conifer ecosystems (Crowther et al. 2015), exploration of 

cost-effective remote sensing techniques such as AAS-DAP are justified. This thesis aimed to 

address the lack of studies conducted within conifer stands of British Columbia, Canada; 

however, supplementary research is needed in these environments. Given that the classification 

of ground returns from ALS data has been thoroughly examined in peer reviewed literature, the 

development of a terrain classification algorithm specific to AAS-DAP datasets should be 

investigated. 

 One solution towards precise AAS-DAP dataset alignment is to deploy a more precisely 

measured GCP network using sub-centimeter precision differential GPS elevations collected 

from a total station (Simpson et al. 2017); however, defining and mapping the forest floor is 

challenging and the associated cost of such equipment and field work is high. Another viable 

solution is the inclusion of higher precision GPS equipment onboard AASs, however this may 

erode the low-cost advantage of the AAS-DAP approach. A third potential solution is the co-

registration of the DAP point cloud with an independent, precisely georeferenced spatial dataset 
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such as an ALS point cloud or an accurate road network layer with a high degree of spatial detail 

and coverage. For instance, automated alignment of point-cloud datasets has been demonstrated 

using the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm (Men, Gebre, and Pochiraju 2011; Gressin et al. 

2013; Kai Zhang, Li, and Zhang 2014). 

 This thesis generated only structural metrics used to predict forest attributes in Chapter 4; 

however, the inclusion of spectral information may enhance inventory prediction accuracies. 

Consumer-grade AAS imaging systems are restricted to RGB bands which have some capacity 

in describing vegetation, such as small crops (Bendig et al. 2014) and deciduous forests 

(Chianucci et al. 2016); however, future research should be conducted by employing sensors 

capable of measuring near-infrared portions of the spectrum as for they have been widely proven 

to provide detail on forest health. Combinatory metrics consisting of both structural and spectral 

criteria may also improve prediction accuracy. A simple example of this could be the fraction of 

green vegetation points above a height threshold. Lastly, metrics generated without the use of 

terrain height normalization are currently being explored (Giannetti et al. 2018) and should be 

further researched to reduce the dependence of remotely sensing forest inventories on terrain 

modelling. 

 The versatility and cost-effectiveness of the AAS-DAP remote sensing platform present 

many avenues for future research. Moreover, software tools used to analyze point-cloud data are 

concurrently becoming more complex and efficient and increasingly available at little or no cost 

as result of the globally trending open-source software movement. Wall-to-wall applications for 

AAS-DAP are limited to the stand-level; however, systematically distributed AAS acquisitions 

over a landscape can serve as a cost-effective forest inventory sampling method and have been 
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recently investigated as alternatives to wall-to-wall ALS acquisitions of similar scale (Puliti et 

al., 2017). Similarly, fusion of ancillary satellite spectral information and partial-coverage UAV 

DAP as sample training data has also been tested in assessing insect defoliation (Cardil et al., 

2017). Given the outlined possibilities for future research, the low-cost AAS platform serves as a 

promising tool of choice for detailed surveys of small forested areas (Wallace et al., 2012).  
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